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The Advanced Language Institute combines legal and language specialists on teams to guide 

practicing lawyers quickly through Legal Writing in English. Based on the leading book on 

Legal Writing and world-renowned workshops of Chris Jensen LL.M, the Legal Writing Coach 

will maximise your accuracy and style while significantly cutting your English editing time.

Both intellectual and practical. The 
explanation of an objective approach to 
legal writing revision and information on 
tools were very helpful.

Very useful principles of English legal writing, 
and presented in a very lively manner. I wish 
we had time to do this more often!

C. Hodgens 
Partner, Baker McKenzie (Tokyo)

Dr. Isabella Hartung
Partner, Barnert Egermann Illigasch (Vienna)

SPECIALIST TEAM 
Advanced Language Institute is Europe’s #1 provider for the Legal Writing Coach. All 

our staff are qualified lawyer-linguists, editors, and teachers, and have worked with 

over 100 Law Firms and universities in the last decade. 

RECOMMENDED BY TOP LAW FIRMS
With 100% client renewal and recommendation from mega firms like Freshfields 

Bruckhaus Deringer to small firms with only a few lawyers, we commit fully to the 

success of each training. Each lawyer’s time is important. Our clients know we invest 

our time in saving theirs.

WORLD-CLASS MATERIAL
Legal Writing Coach was developed over 25 years, with material based on hundreds of 

thousands of examples. Each workshop also includes a 60 page reference and self-study 

guide.  

GLOBAL REACH
Legal Writing Coach in partnership with Advanced Language Institute provides 

trainings across Europe, Asia, and the Middle East. We are ready to train your 

partners, lawyers and associates.  



Chris Jensen 

LL.M, JD, MA

Dr. Josh Lange 

EdD, MA(Law), IDLTM 

Jeff J. Keiser 

JD, BCL, Esq. 

Angelika Zotter 

Mag. iur. (Law), BA 

Legal Writing Basics: Three Key Skills (3 hours)
This foundational workshop addresses the three skills partners would most like to see improved in associates’ 

legal writing in English. Participants begin by learning a technique for striking the right tone in legal 

correspondence. They then take part in a usage competition, with sentences from practice that test their 

ability to spot the most common legal vocabulary, grammar, and punctuation errors – followed by practical 

tips on how to avoid/correct them. Finally, participants learn how to cut their way to better style.

The Four Step Edit: Memos & Reports (3 hours)
Systematic editing brings objectivity and can make good writing great. It can also reduce frustration and time 

spent redrafting. Yet few lawyers have a system for editing. In this workshop, participants will learn a four-step 

approach for editing longer non-transactional documents (memos, reports, prospectuses, etc.), each step 

bringing greater refinement. Participants will learn how to transform their work by systematically editing for 

structure, two aspects of style, and usage (grammar, punctuation, legal vocabulary). Participants also receive 

a handy four-step editing checklist.

Contract Drafting (3 - 8 hours)
Clearly drafted contracts facilitate the transaction. They are easier to understand and negotiate, less likely to 

have mistakes, and less open to competing interpretations. In this interactive workshop, participants learn (1) 

a reasoning technique to logically map out contract provisions that achieve the intended result; (2) strategies 

for drafting clear, concise provisions; and (3) common drafting errors and litigated terms. Throughout the 

workshop, participants review and edit excerpts from transactional documents from practice.

Intensive Legal Usage (6 - 8 hours)
This interactive workshop offers an intensive treatment of legal usage (grammar, punctuation, vocabulary). 

Participants take part in three tests of their ability to spot and correct the most common legal usage errors 

– from non-parallel constructions to mismatched prepositions to incorrect legal terminology. Included short 

tests use examples from participants’ own work product when possible. Participants also receive a list of 25 

common legal usage errors.

OUR MOST POPULAR WORKSHOPS



ADVANCED LANGUAGE INSTITUTE  
100% POSITIVE FEEDBACK

Advanced Language Institute
www.advancedlanguageinstitute.com/law 

Dr. Josh Lange and Mag. Angelika Zotter

Email: admin@ali-wien.at 

Tel: +43 664 185 4525

I enjoyed [Legal Writing Basics: Three Key Skills] immensely. It was not just entertaining and interesting 
but also extremely useful for my daily work (already today I used something from the workshop). I have 
already been asked by colleagues from other years to send them the materials. Simply very well done!

A great way to enhance my English legal writing while also saving time doing so.

Chris‘ lessons significantly influence my daily writing work – both the English and the German parts of it!

An impressive understanding of the writing challenges our lawyers face.

Many thanks for your great contribution to the training session in Tokyo. We enjoyed your unique and 
informative legal writing session as well.

Chris‘ coaching sessions offer much more than simple English lessons – they give you very practical suggestions 
on how to improve the way you give legal advice.

Our lawyers found Chris’s legal writing workshop extremely relevant and useful. His interactive and engaging 
teaching style added to a fantastic learning experience.

Your session this morning [Three Key Skills] was incredibly insightful.

Lawyer, CMS Hasche Sigle, Germany

M. Gottgeisl, lawyer, Eversheds, Vienna, Austria

T. Klopp, lawyer, Freshfields, Hamburg, Germany

M. Vojnovic, partner, Schoenherr, Belgrade, Serbia

H. Mihara, partner, Nagashima Ohno & Tsunematsu, Tokyo, Japan

E. Skufca, lawyer, Schoenherr, Ljubljana, Slovenia

A. Hodiwala Rale, Head, Knowledge Management, Trilegal, India

Chris provided our teams with excellent trainings by particularly focusing on several lawyers’ major 
weakness: the ability to write legal texts in a client-oriented, short, precise and efficient way. The practical 
examples were extremely helpful and forced me to reconsider my writing style.
C. Moser, partner, Weber, Vienna, Austria

A. Ng, lawyer, Freshfields, Hong Kong

http://www.advancedlanguageinstitute.com/law
https://www.facebook.com/advancedlanguageinstitute
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-josh-lange

